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Dear Patrons,

Like us on our Books By Mail - New Mexico State Library page at https://www.facebook.com/NMSLBBM/

If you have any pictures of yourself or family receiving or mailing our books, feel free to send them to us so we can post them on our Facebook page.

Visit Eclipse, (http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org/), our online system which is available 24/7. Our voicemail, (1-800-395-9144) will also take messages 24/7. You can also fax us at 505-476-7767.

**The best time to call us or email us with your order is between 8 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. to ensure your order goes out the same day. (Excluding weekends, orders will be processed next business day)

Please put your name or ID # when filling out your requests to ensure your book order gets to you.
NEW MEXICO STATE LIBRARY
BOOKS BY MAIL
RURAL SERVICES

RURAL BOOKMOBILES:

**EAST** Ph: 575-461-1206
Tucumcari, NM 88401

*Counties Served:* Chaves, Curry, Eddy, Guadalupe, Lea, Lincoln, Otero, Quay, Roosevelt, San Miguel
[https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileEast](https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileEast)

**WEST** Ph: 505-841-5250
Los Lunas, NM 87031

*Counties Served:* Catron, Cibola, Grant, Hidalgo, McKinley, Sierra, Socorro, Valencia
[https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileWest?ref=ts&fref=ts](https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileWest?ref=ts&fref=ts)

**NORTHEAST** Ph: 575-376-2474
Cimarron, NM 87714

*Counties Served:* Colfax, Guadalupe, Harding, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Sandoval, Taos, Union

Contact the Bookmobile headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules or go online at [http://nmstatelibrary.org](http://nmstatelibrary.org) under the Direct & Rural Services tab, Rural Bookmobiles, to access them.

*Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped* provides audio material for the blind, reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more information about this program call **1-800-456-5515**.
**CATEGORY CODES**

What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from.*

Happy Reading!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGY</td>
<td>Anthology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Antiques/Collectibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Art/Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>Biography/Autobiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLI</td>
<td>African-American Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Business/Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Career/Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKG</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUR</td>
<td>Current Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIT</td>
<td>Dictionary/Thesaurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRA</td>
<td>Drama/Films/Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>Family/Marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAN</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>Investments/Personal Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Games/Puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAR</td>
<td>Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRA</td>
<td>Graphic Novels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>Health/Diet/Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF</td>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMR</td>
<td>Home Repair/Decorating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOB</td>
<td>Hobbies/Crafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOL</td>
<td>Holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOR</td>
<td>Horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>Humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVE</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVI</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVP</td>
<td>Juvenile/Preschool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JYY</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 13-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>Latin Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Literature/Classics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Literature/Contemporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Multi cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>Inspirational/Motivational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV</td>
<td>Movie/TV Tie-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUS</td>
<td>Music/Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYS</td>
<td>Mystery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>New Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTV</td>
<td>Native American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>Occult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCF</td>
<td>Occult Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>Parenting/Childbirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHO</td>
<td>Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE</td>
<td>Poetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Popular Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDY</td>
<td>Psychology/Self Help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>Reference/General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFL</td>
<td>Reference/Foreign Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>Sexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Science Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>Sports/Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUS</td>
<td>Suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX</td>
<td>Tax Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Travel/Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRF</td>
<td>Travel/Foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>True Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WES</td>
<td>Western</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>Women’s Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMS</td>
<td>Christmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Books By Mail Patron Comment Form**

You can enclose this form in the bag with your book order. Any additional space needed can be used on a separate sheet of paper. Thank you for your time.

Name: (Optional) ____________________________    ID#: (Optional) P- ___________

If anyone would like to share a story on how this service has helped you or your family, we would love to hear it. Any comment/suggestions?: ____________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
**ADV**  The Romanov ransom
Cussler, Clive  BQ-1147

In 1918, a ransom of enormous size was paid to free the Romanovs from the Bolsheviks, but, as history knows, the Romanovs died anyway. And the ransom? During World War II, the Nazis stole it from the Russians, and after that, it vanished. Until now. When a modern-day kidnapping captures the attention of husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo, the couple soon learn that these long-lost riches may be back in play, held in trust by the descendants of a Nazi guerrilla faction called the Werewolves.

**ADV**  Typhoon fury
Cussler, Clive  BQ-1161

Hired to search for a collection of paintings worth half a billion dollars, Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon soon find themselves in much deeper waters. The vicious leader of a Filipino insurgency is not only using them to finance his attacks, he has stumbled upon one of the most lethal secrets of World War II.

**ADV**  The pendant
Flamini, Dennis  BQ-1170

Eons ago a race of people came to earth because their planet was dying. Their civilization has lived here since that time. Since their technology was more advanced and also potentially threatening it was decided it would be kept a secret. Now many centuries later Michael's discover of a powerful mysterious pendant while scuba diving leads him to the ruins of a lost civilization, his ancestors.

**COOKING**

**CKG**  Quick diabetic recipes for dummies
American Diabetes Association  BQ-1104

If you have diabetes, watching what you eat is one of the most important things you can do to stay healthy. With the help of the American Diabetes Association, Quick & Easy Diabetic Recipes For Dummies offers 100+ healthy, diabetes-friendly recipes and meal planning ideas, without sacrificing taste. Plus, Quick & Easy Diabetic Recipes For Dummies provides expert tips on the types of food you should keep stocked in your kitchen, advice on healthy cooking techniques, ways to lower fat and cholesterol, and most importantly, what to eat with diabetes.

**CKG**  The complete diabetes cookbook: the healthy way to eat the foods you love
America’s Test Kitchen  BQ-1101

Vetted by a dietician and a doctor, and meticulously tested by America’s Test Kitchen, this cookbook serves up more than 400 diabetes-friendly recipes that maximize healthy ingredients without sacrificing flavor.

**CKG**  Everyday slow cooker: 130 modern recipes, with 40 gluten-free dishes and 50 multicooker variations
Cooking Light  BQ-1036

Featuring more than 130 healthy recipes, which use both classic and modern flavors, this introduction to the slow cooker provides the basics for getting started, tips and techniques, smart prep advice, full nutritional information and much more.

**CKG**  Keto instant pot: 200+ healthy low-carb recipes for your electric pressure cooker or slow cooker
Emmerich, Maria  BQ-1033

A treasury of more than 200 low-carb ketogenic recipes are adapted for preparation in the Keto Instant Pot, from Pumpkin Coffee Cake and Buffalo Meatballs to Asian Pulled Pork.

**CKG**  Ramen Otaku: mastering ramen at home
Gavigan, Sarah  BQ-1106

A fourth-generation Nashville native describes how her love for ramen prompted her to learn its traditions and open the POP Nashville and Otaku Ramen restaurants, in a home-cook's guide that offers dozens of comprehensive, modern ramen recipes.

**BIO**  What happened
Clinton, Hillary Rodham  BQ-1035

The first woman candidate nominated for president by a major party discusses the sexism, criticism and double standards she experienced and how she coped with the loss.
CKG  The fresh and healthy instant pot cookbook: 75 easy recipes for light meals to make in your electric pressure cooker
Gilmore, Megan BQ-1037
Complemented by detailed preparation advice and nutritional information, a lavishly photographed collection of healthy, gluten-free pressure cooker recipes includes such options as Broccoli, Cheese Soup, One-Pot Fettucine Alfredo and more.

CKG  400-calorie slow-cooker recipes: delicious and satisfying dishes for every meal, plus desserts and snacks!
Gooseberry Patch BQ-1171
Whether you wish to get trim or simply maintain a balanced lifestyle, Gooseberry Patch's 400 Calorie Slow-Cooker Recipes takes the guesswork out of making calorie-controlled dishes your family will want to sink their teeth into again and again. As a bonus, included are luscious desserts and snacks, most have less than 250 calories.

CKG  The everything easy instant pot cookbook
Jaggers, Kelly BQ-1102
An introduction to the popular appliance and its many functions offers more than 300 simple and creative recipes for breakfasts, snacks, family suppers and more.

CKG  Lose weight with your instant pot: 60 easy one-pot recipes for fast weight loss
Johns, Audrey BQ-1105
A weight-loss success story, blogger shares her newest, lean recipes that can be prepared in an Instant Pot.

CKG  Colossal cookies: 100 outrageously oversized treats that change the baking game
Kou, Wendy BQ-1100
The baker and founder of the blog My Dessert Diet offers 60 recipes for massive cookies made for sharing.

CKG  Clean cuisine cookbook: 150+ anti-inflammatory recipes to heal your gut, treat autoimmune conditions, and optimize your health
Larson, Ivy BQ-1032
A husband and wife team provide clean-eating recipes as well as a nutritional template proven to reduce inflammation and optimize nutritional absorption to help promote weight loss and increase energy as well as mental well-being.

CKG  The slow cooker baby food cookbook: 125 recipes for low-fuss, high-nutrition, all-natural, and way better than store-bought purées, cereals, and finger foods
Meade, Maggie BQ-1107
The creator of WholesomeBabyFood.com explains how to save time and money through 125 wholesome, slow-cooker, big batch recipes for cereals, spoon foods and finger foods for your baby and provides information on safely storing, freezing and reheating each.

CKG  How to feed yourself : 100 fast, cheap, and reliable recipes for cooking when you don't know what you're doing
Spoon University BQ-1103
A treasury of 100 photographed recipes culled from the millennial food community Spoon University offers healthy, affordable, simple options for everyday meals for today's young adults.

ENV  What the eyes don't see: a story of crisis, resistance, and hope in an American city
Hanna-Attisha, Mona LP-5255
LARGE PRINT. A compelling firsthand account of the Flint water crisis traces how 100,000 Americans were poisoned by lead in their water supply with the government's awareness, tracing the pediatrician author's efforts to prove exposure in the face of brutal backlash.

FAM  The gift of caring: saving our parents from the perils of modern healthcare
Houle, Marcy Cottrell BQ-1166
This ground breaking book, co-written by award-winning author Marcy Houle and nationally-recognized geriatrician and public health advocate, Elizabeth Eckstrom MD. MPH, sheds new light on aging by showing it from twin perspectives: the story of a daughter desperately seeking help for the parents she loves, and a geriatrician who offers life-changing strategies that can protect our loved ones and ourselves.

FAN  Mark of the raven
Busse, Morgan L. BQ-1121
Lady Selene is the heir to the Great House of Ravenwood, and to a powerful ability. But it comes with a dark secret. Tasked with assassinating the man who can destroy her family, and the only one who can bring peace to the nations, she must choose between justice and honor or legacy and power. Is she willing to pay the price for the path she chooses?

FAN  King of ashes
Feist, Raymond E. LP-5235
LARGE PRINT. Years after four of the once-peaceful kings of North and South Tembria betray an ancient covenant and kill a fifth ruler, the slain king's secret heir, an elite warrior; and another mysterious orphan, a master weapons smith, find their choices determining the fate of their world.
LARGE PRINT. A mapcap noir set on the streets of post-World War II San Francisco follows a smitten barkeep and unofficial fixer-for-hire as he investigates his paramour's disappearance amid a series of weird events involving an unidentified flying object and a mysterious plane crash.

FIC  The sinners
Atkins, Ace

LARGE PRINT. When the recently released patriarch of a drug-dealing clan begins targeting the family of the man responsible for his long imprisonment, Quinn Colson finds himself relying on new deputies to survive old-West acts of violence.

FIC  Legacy of mercy
Austin, Lynn

Socialite Anna Nicholson hires Pinkerton detectives to help her find the truth about her past. But when unflattering stories threaten her reputation and engagement, she discovers that God's purpose for her life isn't as simple as she had hoped.

FIC  Beartown
Backman, Fredrik

LARGE PRINT. In a forgotten town fractured by scandal, an amateur hockey team might just be able to change everything.

FIC  A dog's way home
Cameron, W. Bruce

Traces the story of Bella, a dog who is drawn to Lucas Ray, only to be separated from him by rules that disallow pitbulls in their Denver community.

FIC  A seat by the hearth
Clipston, Amy

Returning to the strict Amish community of her childhood to escape an abusive boyfriend, Priscilla reluctantly endures difficult penitence rules before her attraction to a fun-loving farmer leads to unexpected marriage, friendship and love.

FIC  The reluctant warrior
Connealy, Mary

Cameron Scott thought his toughest tests were behind him, but nothing could prepare him for trying to win back the love of his daughter.

FIC  I'll be your blue sky
De Los Santos, Marisa

LARGE PRINT. Three weeks after an elderly neighbor helps her find the courage to end an unhealthy relationship, Clare unexpectedly inherits a small house from the woman and with the help of loved ones pieces together the story of the house and her courageous benefactor.

FIC  The broken road
Evans, Richard Paul

LARGE PRINT. Chicago celebrity Charles James can't shake the nightmare that wakes him each night. He's walking down a long, broken highway the sides of which are lit in flames. Where is he going? Why is he walking?

FIC  The light before day
Fisher, Suzanne Woods

A young Quaker woman and her brother struggle to fulfill the marital conditions of their late grandmother's will to prevent forfeiting their inheritance to a thief.

FIC  By invitation only
Frank, Dorothea Benton

LARGE PRINT. A young, sophisticated Chicago woman falls for the owner of a farm on Johns Island, a lush low-country paradise off the coast of South Carolina, and trades the bustle of cosmopolitan city life for the vagaries of a small Southern community.

FIC  Florida
Groff, Lauren

LARGE PRINT. A collection of stories spanning centuries of time in mercurial Florida examines the decisions and connections behind life-changing events in characters ranging from two abandoned sisters to a conflicted family woman.

FIC  No place to hide
Harris, Lisa

Former navy diver Ryan Kendall's father sent him to Brazil with a simple assignment: extract compromised witness Ellie Webb. But with Ellie determined to trek into the Amazon, following a lead on her father's murder, Ryan must protect her. As cartel members and pirates chase them, though, can they survive the dangerous jungle, and take down a killer?

FIC  Searching for you
Hedlund, Jody

Committing herself to protecting two children after witnessing a crime, Sophie Flees 1850s New York aboard an orphan train and reluctantly requests help from an old friend, a disadvantaged farmer with haunted memories.

FIC  Ellie's redemption
Jebber, Molly

When her friendship with Joel Wenger turns into something more, Ellie Graber finds Joel's disapproving mother, a beautiful rival and painful misunderstandings in the way of their happiness.

FIC  The bride of Ivy Green
Klassen, Julie

Much has happened in Ivy Hill, and while several villagers have found new love and purpose, questions remain, and a few dearly held dreams have yet to be fulfilled. When a secretive new dressmaker arrives, the ladies suspect she isn't who she claims to be. While the people of Ivy Hill anticipate one wedding, an unexpected bride may surprise them all.
The man she married
Lamb, Cathy  BQ-1172
Successful accountant Natalie Shelton has a good life, with loyal women friends and an adoring, sexy husband Zack, who renovated their lovely home. It's a long way from a childhood marred by her mother's abandonment and her father's financial struggles. When she ends up in a coma after a car crash, she's somehow able to notice a creepy intruder in her hospital room, then hears Zack talking angrily on the phone about her accident. She knows he's concealing something, but she can't believe he's trying to kill her, so she hides his suspicions of him from the police. The stakes rise when she's released from the hospital and someone shoots at her in her new apartment. She's desperate to remember what happened the morning of her accident, believing it might explain why Zack, who has always been loyal and loving, is also mysterious about his past to the point that it endangers them both.

The road home
Lewis, Beverly  LP-5224
LARGE PRINT. Sent from Michigan to Pennsylvania, Lena Rose Schwartz grieves the death of her Amish parents and the separation from her siblings as well as her beau, Hans Bontrager. She longs to return home to those she loves most. However, she soon discovers that Lancaster County holds charms of its own. Is she willing to open her heart to new possibilities?

An Amish match on Ice Mountain
Long, Kelly  BQ-1067
After rescuing a pregnant young woman from a burning house, rugged firefighter Stephen Lambert knows the remote Amish community of Ice Mountain is the only place Ella Nichols will be safe.

Women in sunlight
Mayes, Frances  LP-5225
LARGE PRINT. Four American expats and strangers become unexpected friends during a magical year in Tuscany marked by a writer's complicated relationship with the subject of her biography, long postponed dreams and shifting senses of adventure and bravery.

Safe and sound
Michaels, Fern  BQ-1124
To save Ben, the brilliant 8-year-old grandson of Izzy's friend, millionaire Eleanor Lymen, from his greedy stepfather and his wife, the Sisterhood must track down Eleanor, who has gone missing, while dishing out some payback to give Connor the happy home he deserves.

Swimming in the deep end
Nelson, Christina Suzann  BQ-1034
Jillian Connors has the perfect daughter: loving and smart, she's an Olympic hopeful with a bright future. But when Gabby becomes pregnant, Jillian fears that future is lost. Worse, she must confront her own secret past and hope the decisions she's made don't drown their whole family.

Warlight
Ondaatje, Michael  LP-5236
LARGE PRINT. Years after growing up in the care of a group of mysterious protectors who served in unspecified ways during World War II, a young man endeavors to piece together the truth about his parents and the unconventional education he received.

There there
Orange, Tommy  LP-5251
LARGE PRINT. A novel, which grapples with the complex history of Native Americans; with an inheritance of profound spirituality; and with a plague of addiction, abuse and suicide, follows 12 characters, each of whom has private reasons for traveling to the Big Oakland Powwow.

Where the crawdads sing
Owens, Delia  LP-5257
LARGE PRINT. Viewed with suspicion in the aftermath of a tragedy, a beautiful hermit who has survived for years in the marsh becomes targeted by unthinkable forces.

Alternate side
Quindlen, Anna  LP-5214
LARGE PRINT. Living in a quiet Manhattan brownstone that has become its own little community, Nora discovers her true self in the wake of a violent attack that exposes the racial, economic, martial and interpersonal tensions beneath her neighbors' facade of harmony.

The Italian teacher
Rachman, Tom  LP-5209
LARGE PRINT. An Italian youth raised to revere the genius artist father who abandoned their family strives to become worthy of his father's attentions through a series of failed career pursuits before he hatches a scheme to secure his father's legacy.

Reason to breathe
Raney, Deborah  BQ-1164
At 29, Phylicia Chandler put her life on hold to help her sisters care for their dying mother. Now Mom is gone, and their father shocks them all by running off with a woman young enough to be their sister. Life is moving forward all around her, but Phee feels stuck, until her father's protégé presents her with an intriguing business proposition.

Eagle & Crane
Rindell, Suzanne  LP-5275
LARGE PRINT. Two daredevil pilots from rival families confront unsettling family secrets in the wake of the Pearl Harbor attacks, the internment of Japanese citizens and a mysterious plane crash.

The tea girl of Hummingbird Lane
See, Lisa  LP-5232
LARGE PRINT. This novel explores the lives of a Chinese woman and the out-of-wedlock child she abandoned who was adopted by an American couple.
down around her. Did danger follow her across the Atlantic? To find a way for Lenore the siren to see her desperate to reunite Zyanya, the cheetah shifter, with her brother but she isn't used to sitting back while others suffer, and she's determined to bring her baby into the world safely and secretly. The Reaping has begun. Present day: Pregnant and on a heartwarming tale of hope and friendship is set during World War II and traces the intersection of a British farm girl, an American pilot and a German soldier who are brought together by an adorable border collie. After being fired from her job as a servant, a lifetime of painful milestones and fading grandchild prospects compel a woman to help her son's ex, whose 9-year-old daughter needs protection from violent local dynamics. A shy college freshman finds her perspectives transformed by a mentor activist at the center of the women's movement who challenges her to discover herself in ways that take her far from the traditional life she envisioned at the side of her boyfriend.
**Health/Diet/Exercise**

**HEA**  The courage to rise: using movement, mindfulness, and healing foods to triumph over trauma  
Arch, Liz  
BQ-1109  
A prescriptive program for suing yoga to heal pain, anxiety, depression and other manifestations of unresolved traumas explains how a yoga practice combined with mediation and nutrition can strengthen emotional and physical resiliency.

**HEA**  The everything guide to intermittent fasting: features 5:2, 16/8, and weekly 24-hour fast plans  
Boyers, Lindsay  
BQ-1174  
Intermittent fasting involves alternating cycles of fasting and eating, all within a set time schedule. Think of it more as a pattern of living and eating than a diet. Because unlike diets, there aren't any strict rules on what you can and can't eat, intermittent fasting is all about timing!

**HEA**  Diabetes head to toe: everything you need to know about diagnosis, treatment, and living with diabetes  
Kalyani, Rita R.  
BQ-1174  
Diabetes Head to Toe is an invaluable resource for anyone living with diabetes. It includes everything you should know about the disease, straight from the experts. The authors, all doctors who specialize in diabetes care, offer simple explanations and essential advice on all things diabetes.

**HEA**  Cancer as a wake-up call: an oncologist's integrative approach to what you can do to become whole again  
Nasi, Laura M.D.  
BQ-1108  
An oncologist's integrative path to treating and living better with or beyond cancer. Nasi presents a new way of looking at how we view and treat cancer. With current advances in medicine, we're learning more about the ways different aspects of our lives and health impact and interact with one another. What seemingly unrelated factors end up playing key roles in disease etiology, progression and prognosis?

**Historical Fiction**

**HIF**  The masterpiece  
Davis, Fiona  
LP-5267  
**LARGE PRINT.** A recently divorced information-booth worker stumbles upon an abandoned art school within a crumbling Grand Central Terminal before learning the story of a talented woman artist who went missing 50 years earlier.

**HIF**  Jerusalem's queen  
Hunt, Angela Elwell  
BQ-1119  
When her father and sister are killed, a distant relative invites Salome and her mother to live with his family in Jerusalem. Quickly betrothed to a pagan prince half her age, Salome questions God's plan. But when she suddenly finds herself being crowned queen of Judea, she learns that a woman committed to God can change the world.

**HIF**  The lieutenant's bargain  
Jennings, Regina  
BQ-1169  
Confirmed bachelor Lieutenant Jack Hennessey is stunned to run into Hattie Walker, the girl who shattered his heart, and she's just as surprised to find her rescuer is the neighbor she once knew. But his attempts to save her from a dangerous situation go awry, and the two end up in a mess that puts her dreams in peril, and tests his resolve to remain single.

**HIF**  The orphan's tale  
Jenoff, Pam  
LP-5245  
**LARGE PRINT.** Sixteen-year-old Noa has been cast out in disgrace after becoming pregnant by a Nazi soldier and being forced to give up her baby. She lives above a small rail station, which she cleans in order to earn her keep. When Noa discovers a boxcar containing dozens of Jewish infants bound for a concentration camp, she is reminded of the child that was taken from her. And in a moment that will change the course of her life, she snatches one of the babies and flees into the snowy night. Noa finds refuge with a German circus, but she must learn the flying trapeze act so she can blend in undetected, spurning the resentment of the lead aerialist, Astrid.

**HIF**  I was Anastasia  
Lawhon, Ariel  
LP-5216  
**LARGE PRINT.** An evocative retelling of the Anastasia survival myth follows the appearance of a traumatized, badly scarred young woman who claims to be the youngest Romanov daughter, launching a half-century of questions, accusations and changing perspectives on identity as conveyed by her supporters and detractors.

**HIF**  Shelter of the Most High  
Cossette, Connilyn  
BQ-1090  
Captured by raiders to be sold as a slave, Sofea narrowly escapes their ship and finds herself stranded on the shores of Israel.
The train taking nineteen-year-old teacher Christy Huddleston from her home in Asheville, North Carolina, might as well be transporting her to another world. The Smoky Mountain community of Cutter Gap feels suspended in time, trapped by poverty, superstitions, and century-old traditions. But as Christy struggles to find acceptance in her new home, some see her, and her one-room school, as a threat to their way of life. Her faith is challenged and her heart is torn between two strong men with conflicting views about how to care for the families of the Cove.

**HIF**  
*Love and ruin*  
McLain, Paula  
**LARGE PRINT.** A tale set on the eve of World War II that is inspired by his passionate, stormy marriage to a fiercely independent, ambitious young Martha Gellhom, who would become one of the 20th century's leading war correspondents.

**HIF**  
*In places hidden*  
Peterson, Tracie  
**LARGE PRINT.** In the early 1900s, Camri Coulter's search for her missing brother, Caleb, leads her deep into the political corruption of San Francisco, and into the acquaintance of Irishman Patrick Murdock, who her brother helped clear of murder charges. As the two try to find Caleb, the stakes rise and threats loom. Will Patrick be able to protect Camri from danger?

**HIF**  
*Dog tags & wedding bands*  
Rosato, Joe  
**BQ-1165**  
Chet is both proud and haunted by his naval service in Vietnam. Grieving his wife's death, he decides to return to the country and begins to unravel the mystery of two nurses who went missing during the war. Inspired by the author's experiences in the Vietnam War, Dog Tags & Wedding Bands is filled with historical detail and endearing characters.

**HIF**  
*The summer wives*  
Williams, Beatriz  
**LP-5263**  
**LARGE PRINT.** Drawn into and then banished from exclusive Winthrop Island when a complex relationship between her stepsister and a working class college youth ends in violence, a Shakespearean actress returns after 20 years to pursue justice.

**HIS**  
*Rocket men*  
Kurson, Robert  
**LP-5222**  
**LARGE PRINT.** The inside, lesser-known story of NASA's boldest and riskiest mission: Apollo 8, mankind's first journey to the Moon on Christmas in 1968. With a focus on astronauts Frank Borman, Jim Lovell, and Bill Anders, and their wives and children, this is a vivid, gripping, you-are-there narrative that shows anew the epic danger involved, and the singular bravery it took, for man to leave Earth for the first time, and to arrive at a new world.

**HIS**  
*Young Frederick Douglass*  
Preston, Dickson J.  
**BQ-1094**  
With a new foreword by renowned Douglass scholar David W. Blight, Dickson J. Preston's highly regarded biography traces the life and times of Frederick Douglass from his birth on Maryland's Eastern Shore in 1818 until 1838, when he escaped from slavery to emerge upon the national scene. Astounding his white contemporaries with his oratorical brilliance and intellectual capabilities, Douglass dared to challenge the doctrine of white supremacy on its own grounds. At the time of Douglass's death in 1895, one eulogist wrote that he was probably the best-known American throughout the world since Abraham Lincoln.

**Home Repair/Decorating**

**HMR**  
*Micro living: 40 innovative tiny houses equipped for full-time living, in 400 square feet or less*  
Diedricksen, Derek Deek  
**BQ-1098**  
A bestselling author and tiny house enthusiast showcases 40 homes that are 400 square feet or less that are equipped for full-time living and presents real-life stories of residents who share the challenges and pleasures of day-to-day living.

**HMR**  
*Practical weekend projects for woodworkers: 35 projects to make for every room of your home*  
Gardner, Phillip  
**BQ-1112**  
Offers a vast array of projects, with easy-to-follow instructions and how-to photographs, for a range of beautiful contemporary items that are designed to be simple to make while having a really professional look, and can be made using either hand or power tools.

**HMR**  
*Small space living: expert tips and techniques on using closets, corners, and every other space in your home*  
Sandenbergh, Roberta  
**BQ-1111**  
A small-space architect, offering more than 100 space-saving ideas complete with illustrations and photographs, introduces readers to the idea of space opportunities, untapped areas in every home that can be expanded for storage and organization purposes.

**Magazines**

**GAR**  
*Better Homes and Gardens November 2018*  
Better Homes and Gardens  
**BQ-1006**  
The turkey: roast it, carve it, eat it (take a nap); The sides: old favorites, new flavors; The desserts: cinnamon, cardamom & maple, pears, pumpkin & apples spice it up; Best in show: an introduction to the wild world of pumpkins.
(General Interest Family)

FAM  Reader’s Digest December 2018/January 2019
Reader's Digest  BQ-1027
Believe in miracles: real-life stories of hope; A 4-year-old hunger activist; Unfreeze your brain; The man who rigged the lottery; 32 brilliant made-up words; The church that wouldn’t burn.

FAM  Reader’s Digest February 2019
Reader’s Digest  BQ-1029
Jazz up your brain from CNN.com; Fascinating facts that are false!; Acts of generosity you won’t forget; An injured dog’s incredible journey; A stolen flag comes home; The dangers of surgery centers; 16 fitness tips for real people.

FAM  Reader’s Digest March 2019
Reader’s Digest  BQ-1187
Health myths your doctor wants you to know; A bible survives the flood; The perfect brain food; A really good Facebook scam; When DNA fingers the innocent; 30 best office jokes!

(Health/Diet/Exercise)

HEA  Prevention November 2018
Prevention Magazine  BQ-1009
Is CBD oil right for you?; Find more calm; Fitness for mind & body; Get the sleep you crave; Stop stress before it starts; Natural immune boosters; Superfood side dishes.

(History)

HIS  Smithsonian Magazine October 2018
Smithsonian Magazine  BQ-1000
An epic journey to the front lines of WWI; Plus: Harry Potter’s favorite owl vanishes: with it’s ghostlike plumage and yellow eyes, the snowy owl is one of the Far North’s most captivating creatures, now scientists say it’s disappearing and they’re not sure why; The crayon queen; Petra goes virtual: how digital archaeologists are capturing the spectacular 2,000-year-old cave city.

HIS  Smithsonian Magazine November 2018
Smithsonian Magazine  BQ-1019
The new Anne Frank: the long-hidden diary of a young polish woman’s last days; Churchill vs. USA; The bison boom; American Rhapsody; Finding the lost voices of Lithuania, Iraq, Syria and America.

HIS  Smithsonian Magazine December 2018
Smithsonian Magazine  BQ-1020
Our annual spotlight on the genius of America 2018: American ingenuity awards, the winners; Special report: how we’re still paying for the confederacy; March for our lives: Florida students turn tragedy into a movement for change.

HIS  Smithsonian Magazine January/February 2019
Smithsonian Magazine  BQ-1025
A wounded marine’s amazing journey home; The legacy of Black Hawk down; Mapping the global war on terrorism; The archaeology of combat; Transgender troops who proudly serve; The priest of Abu Ghraiib; How to remember a war that might never end; After 17 years, our longest armed conflict overseas now spans 80 countries; Plus exclusive new poll: what the troops really think.

(Home Repair/Decorating)

HMR  The mother earth news December 2018/January 2019
Mother Earth News Magazine  BQ-1015
Make cheese at home: recipes for Colby & farmhouse; Driveway gardens; Herbs for sinus relief; remedies for pain & pressure; DIY garden apron; Mead brewing basics; How to wine and dine a chef; Undertaking a backyard burial; Newest emergency products.

HMR  The mother earth news February/March 2019
Mother Earth News Magazine  BQ-1028
Build an upcycled greenhouse: how to repurpose old windows; Tech tools for energy efficiency: monitor your energy use; Homemade grow-light table: tips for starting seeds indoors; Make your own soap; Easy fermented beverages; Forage for spring chickweed; DIY chicken brooder from boxes; Goats for brush removal.

HMR  Sunset Magazine November 2018
Sunset Magazine  BQ-1011
How the West has changed the world: in celebration of our 120th anniversary, we look back at the innovative people, places, gardens, homes, ideas, and events that helped shape the way we live; The light fantastic: meet the aurora borealis and the people who track it.

(Lifestyle)

LIF  People Magazine October 8, 2018
People Magazine  BQ-1002
Exclusive: Chrissy Teigen, food, family & being fearless!; Royal family cuteness!; Exclusive: Gisele on battling anxiety, considering suicide & finding joy; Cher: the private life of a legend; Plus! Meet George Clooney’s private chef!

LIF  People Magazine October 15, 2018
People Magazine  BQ-1003
Exclusive: Inside the Roseanne blowup. The real story: moving on without Roseanne, Laurie Metcalf, John Goodman and Sara Gilbert open up about the shocking controversy and their new spinoff, The Conners; Gwyneth’s dream wedding!; Bradley Cooper & Lady Gaga on their surprising bond and “A star is born”; Exclusive: Sandra Lee, how cancer changed me; World’s cutest rescue dog.

LIF  People Magazine October 22, 2018
People Magazine  BQ-1005
Lady Gaga, her amazing journey! From outcast to pop icon to movie star, how she battled chronic pain, setbacks and heartbreak to arrive at her triumph in “A star is born”; Exclusive: Bush family wedding album; Ben & Jen: the divorce is final, why it took 3 years; Tina Turner: secrets she’s never told; Stars at home! Ashlee Simpson and Evan Ross, & more!
LIF People Magazine October 29, 2018
People Magazine BQ-1007
Baby joy! 3 months pregnant! How Meghan and Harry are preparing for parenthood. Plus! New photos from their Australian tour; Royal wedding: Princess Eugenie’s perfect day; Ariana Grande & Pete Davidson: inside their sudden split; Channing Tatum’s hot new romance; Hurricane Michael: heartbeat & heroes; Jada Pinkett Smith gets real.

LIF People Magazine November 5, 2018
People Magazine BQ-1010
Jamie Lee Curtis: how I survived opioid addiction. The Halloween star opens up about her 10-year struggle with painkillers, plus growing up in Hollywood, her 33-year marriage and more; Meghan debuts her baby bump!; The newlyweds in 1954: JFK & Jackie, rare photos; Who killed the fire chief’s wife?

LIF People Magazine November 12, 2018
People Magazine BQ-1013
People exclusive: Joanna Gaines: my new life with 5 kids! The Fixer Upper star on diaper duty, date nights with Chip and plans for baby no. 6? Plus: the best tips from her design book, Homebody; 25 women changing the world; Meghan’s amazing pregnancy style; Hate & heartbeat: stories of 11 lives lost in Pittsburgh; Inside Jennifer Garner’s new romance; I survived a grizzly bear attack.

LIF People Magazine November 19, 2018
People Magazine BQ-1014
Idris Elba: sexiest man alive! 2018 the amazing rise of the sweet, smoldering superstar; Did a romance novelist murder her husband?; Gwyneth: marriage, menopause & her modern family; People double issue: 179 men we love.

LIF People Magazine November 26, 2018
People Magazine BQ-1017
The People interview: Michelle Obama. My own story: ‘I’ll tell you everything.’ Her private fertility struggles and IVF treatments, how she & Barack overcame rough patches in their marriage, inside her laid-back new life, and what’s next; Meg Ryan engaged to John Mellencamp!; California nightmare: fatal fires.

LIF People Magazine December 3, 2018
People Magazine BQ-1018
The People interview: Dolly Parton’s private world. The star opens up about lasting love, painful loss & her journey from poverty to stardom; Carrie Underwood: getting ready for a baby boy; Shark Tank made me rich! The show’s greatest success stories; Accused of a $400,000 Go Fund Me hoax.

LIF People Magazine December 10, 2018
People Magazine BQ-1018
Exclusive Michael Buble: ‘Our prayers were answered’, the singer opens up about his amazing year, from his son’s cancer recovery to the faith and family that inspired his new album, Love; Mandy Moore’s backyard wedding!; Moving out! Why Meghan & Harry are leaving the palace; Chris Watts: a monster’s deadly plot revealed.

(Nature, Science, History)

NAT National Geographic October 2018
National Geographic BQ-1001
Last tribes of the Amazon; Iran’s nomads, fading away: hardship brings change to a way of life; Majestic falcons; Japanese internment; Mapping U.S. diversity; Scary, squishy, brainless, beautiful: what makes jellyfish so fascinating?

NAT National Geographic November 2018
National Geographic BQ-1008
Battle for the American West: who gets to choose how the land is used?; Saving the Sage Grouse: it’s a symbol in debates about land use versus conservation. It’s also a bird species in decline; Menu of the future: coming to your table: dishes featuring grass, insects, and algae; Caught in chaos: as thousands of migrants flee Venezuela for Brazil, they take their woes with them; A crack in the world: life at the Antarctic Peninsula needs sea ice and krill to survive. What if they go away?

NAT National Geographic December 2018
National Geographic BQ-1023
The search for sacred texts. On the Torah scroll on the front page, which is hundreds of years old, a passage from the book of Exodus is visible; Season of the whale: on the north slope of Alaska, the indigenous Inupiat follow a 1,000-year-old tradition that unites their community: hunting bowhead whales; The global peril of inequality: among the threats to our life on Earth, the yawning chasm between rich and poor; Fossil guardian: Paleontologist Bolortsetseg Minjin aims to keep Mongolia’s dinosaur fossils from leaving the country.

NAT National Geographic January 2019
National Geographic BQ-1024
The future of medicine: how new technologies and ancient remedies are transforming health care. The cells of a patient’s heart, lungs, liver, kidney, brain, you name it, can be replicated on this chip to help researchers develop individualized treatments.

NAT National Geographic February 2019
National Geographic BQ-1031
Valley of the Boom; The ultimate climb: how Alex Honnold scaled El Capitan without ropes, and lived to tell about it. Since 2007 Alex Honnold had made “free-solo” ascents, alone, without a rope, of other daunting routes in Yosemite. But non compared to his June 2017 climb up El Capitan; South Africa’s Majorettes: for girls and young women in South Africa, being a “drummy” requires dedication, and pays dividends in confidence and pride.
(Southwest)

SW El Palacio Magazine Winter 2018
Department of Cultural Affairs BQ-1026

Healing Apache traditions; The captive: the true story of an Apache daughter, wife, mother, and slave who risked everything to be free; Folk art-filled living: an interview with folk art collector, maven, and donor, Judy Espinar; New Mexico’s World War I; Love is a verb: a look at the heroes who break, bushwhack, and preserve New Mexico’s trails.

(Women Studies)

WOM Oprah Magazine November 2018
BQ-1004

How gratitude shifts your attitude; An Oprah exclusive: Tina Turner’s near-death experience, the story she’s never told; The voting woman’s guide to ending gun violence.

WOM Good Housekeeping Magazine November 2018
BQ-1012

Easiest-ever Thanksgiving! Thyme-roasted turkey, maple-glazed Brussel sprouts, harvest pear pie; 2018 best-of-the-best toy awards; The lab-tested secret to flawless skin; 5 surprising reasons your stomach hurts; Laundry special: conquer closet clutter.

WOM Good Housekeeping Magazine December 2018
BQ-1016

Holiday magic: festive dinner ideas, easiest-ever cookies, beautiful crafts; Lab-tested 30 stress-busting seasonal hacks.

WOM Good Housekeeping Magazine January 2019
BQ-1022

Michelle Obama answers your questions, poll results, America’s best first ladies; Awesome makeover ideas for every room; Your healthiest happiest year ever! Eat smarter, stress less, reach your goals, and have fun!; Top-tested solutions for dry skin; Delicious new recipes for chicken, pasta, meatless Mondays & more.

WOM Good Housekeeping Magazine February 2019
BQ-1030

Double issue! Flip over for self-care plan; 100 calorie swaps; Change your life in 30 days; 15+ DIY at-home spa tricks. Chrissy Teigen’s favorite family recipes; Home décor, 20 mini makeovers for any room; So easy comfort food: 2-step brownies, gourmet grilled cheese, best-ever banana bread.

MYSTERY

MYS Robert B. Parker's little white lies
Atkins, Ace LP-5248

LARGE PRINT. Connie Kelly thought she'd found her perfect man on an online dating site. She fell so hard for handsome, mysterious M. Brooks Welles that she wrote him a check for almost three hundred thousand dollars, hoping for a big return on her investment. But within weeks, both Welles and her money are gone.

MYS A double life
Berry, Flynn BQ-1117

LARGE PRINT. A London doctor's carefully calibrated existence is upended by the discovery of the father who has been on the run for decades hiding from a murder charge.

MYS In too deep
Blackburn, Lynn H. BQ-1128

When the Carrington dive team discovers an encrypted laptop with connection to an open murder case, detective Adam Campbell turns to the only person he can trust, but what they find may require a choice between loyalty and the truth.

MYS Gown with the wind
Blackmoore, Stephanie BQ-1061

When the childhood rival won a replica Scarlett O'Hara wedding gown from is found dead, professional wedding planner Mallory Shepard becomes the prime suspect and must find the real killer to prevent an unhappily-ever-after.

MYS A midwinter's tail
Blake, Bethany BQ-1062

When her best friend Sally is suspected of both drug smuggling and murder, Annie "Halsey" Hall and the rest of the Rose Avenue Wine Club ladies must uncork the clues to catch the real culprit.

MYS The name of the Rosé
Blum, Christine E. BQ-1149

When her best friend Sally is suspected of a murder charge, the childhood rival won a replica Scarlett O'Hara wedding gown from is found dead, professional wedding planner Mallory Shepard becomes the prime suspect and must find the real killer to prevent an unhappily-ever-after.

MYS Paradise Valley
Box, C. J. BQ-1149

For three years, Investigator Cassie Dewell has been on a hunt for a serial killer known as The Lizard King. He works as a long haul trucker. His prey are the 'lot lizard' prostitutes who frequent truck stops. And she almost caught him, once. Working for the Bakken County, North Dakota sheriff's department, Cassie has set out to find the perfect trap and she has lured him and his truck to a depot. Standing by, ready to close the net are half a dozen undercover officers, including Cassie's fiancé Ian. But the plan goes horribly wrong, and the blame falls to Cassie.

MYS Just plain murder
Bradford, Laura BQ-1060

When his mentor is murdered, police detective Jakob Fisher, while in Heavenly, PA, to reconnect with his Amish family members, and his love, Claire Weatherly, discover that this crime hits too close to home as shocking secrets are revealed.

MYS Slay in character
Cahoon, Lynn BQ-1063

Faced with a real-life murder while attending a writer's retreat in Outlaw, Colorado, an "Old West" tourist town where its inhabitants are dressed up as famous figures from history, Cat Latimer confronts a colorful cast of characters in her quest for justice.
MYS  A wrench in the works
Carlisle, Kate  BQ-1065
When Erica, the executive producer of her sister Chloe's popular home-repair show, is murdered, contractor Shannon Hammer must clear Chloe's name.

MYS  Every breath you take
Clark, Mary Higgins  BQ-1173
Laurie Moran's professional life is a success, her television show Under Suspicion is a hit, both in the ratings and its record of solving cold cases. But her romantic break from former host Alex Buckley has left her with on-air talent she can't stand, Ryan Nichols, and a crippling sense of loneliness.

MYS  Violet tendencies
Dyer-Seeley, Kate  BQ-1064
When the city's annual Rose Festival is ruined by protestors and murder, floral boutique owners Britta Johnston and her aunt Elin must weed out a killer and stem the violence before things get even more out of control.

MYS  Botched 4 murder
Eaton, J. C.  BQ-1126
When her mother's book club friend Myrna, who is just about to be tossed out of the bocce league, is accused of murder, Sophie "Phee" Kimball and her investigator boyfriend Marshall must find the real culprit before Myrna is bounced into jail.

MYS  Murder by the book
Elliott, Lauren  BQ-1042
In this page-turning mystery, Addie Greyborne, after an unexpected inheritance from a great aunt, moves to a small New England town where she starts a book store and has trouble from day one, including murder.

MYS  Hardcore twenty-four
Evanovich, Janet  BQ-1039
Reluctantly agreeing to babysit a professional grave robber's pet boa constrictor, Stephanie Plum is embroiled in a bizarre series of crimes that escalate from the violation of stolen corpses to the murder of a homeless man, a case that is complicated by the return of the hunky but reckless Diesel.

MYS  Killed on Blueberry Hill
Farrow, Sharon  BQ-1040
During the Blueberry Blow Out festival, Marlee Jacob, owner of the Berry Basket, must clear the name of her fiancé when he is accused of killing a rival orchard owner whose dark family secrets are the key to finding a killer bent on sweet revenge.

MYS  One taste too many
Goldstein, Debra H.  BQ-1130
When her ex drops dead, seemingly poisoned by her twin sister's award-winning rhubarb crisp, culinary challenged Sarah Blair suffers a fate worse than death when she is forced to enter the kitchen to catch a killer.

MYS  The affiliation
Gutcheon, Beth  LP-5206
LARGE PRINT. When a talkative teacher is murdered during the tensions of an evaluation to see if Rye Manor School will remain open, retired school head Maggie Detweiler is joined by madcap socialite friend Hope to identify a killer among multiple suspects.

MYS  Hidden peril
Hannon, Irene  BQ-1086
All is well in Kristin Dane's life, until people connected to her fair trade shop begin to die. It's up to Detective Luke Carter to stop the ruthless mastermind behind the killings before it's too late.

MYS  The gun also rises
Harris, Sherry  BQ-1182
When a case of lost Hemingway stories, stolen from a train in Paris back in 1922, ends up in her possession, Sarah is soon mixed up with a mystery, a murder, a mobster, the fanatical League of Treasure Hunters and a hard-to-read rare book dealer.

MYS  Pruning the dead
Henry, Julia  BQ-1179
When her ex-husband's catty third wife is found dead in a pile of mulch, 65-year-old Lilly Jayne, along with the Garden Squad, a group of amateur sleuths with a green thumb, must dig up some clues to catch a killer before someone else is pushing up daisies.

MYS  Cave of bones
Hillerman, Anne  LP-5217
LARGE PRINT. Attending the Southern ALA annual meeting only to be confronted by an old nemesis from library school, interim library director Charlie Harris is wrongly implicated in his rival's murder and must discover which of their fellow librarians is the true killer in order to clear his own name.

MYS  Twelve angry librarians
James, Miranda  LP-5210
LARGE PRINT. Attending the Southern ALA annual meeting to be confronted by an old nemesis from library school, interim library director Charlie Harris is wrongly implicated in his rival's murder and must discover which of their fellow librarians is the true killer in order to clear his own name.

MYS  The Western Star
Johnson, Craig  BQ-1150
Sheriff Walt Longmire is enjoying a beer when a younger sheriff shows him a photograph of twenty-five armed men standing in front of a Challenger steam locomotive. It transports him back to a time when, fresh from the battlefields of Vietnam, then-deputy Longmire accompanied his boss Lucian Connolly to the annual Wyoming sheriff's junket held on the excursion train known as the Western Star. Armed with his trusty Colt .45 and a paperback of Agatha Christie's Murder on the Orient Express, the young Walt was ill-prepared for the machinations of twenty-four veteran sheriffs, let alone the cavalcade of curious characters that accompanied them.
When a dead body is found on the property of the house she wants to buy, real estate agent Whitney Whitaker launches her own investigation to solve this mystery before she loses her investment, and her life.

When an abandoned baby is found at a local station, police officer Megan Lutz, along with her K-9 partner Sergeant Brigit, is led to a religious sect at the far reaches of Fort Worth, Texas city limits where her investigation is blocked at every turn.

Weathering a storm that has cut them off from the outside world, the guests at a Catskills skiing lodge panic as an unknown assailant starts killing them off one by one.

After 9/11, the United States made one of the most secretive and dangerous deals in its history. The evidence against the powerful Saudis who coordinated the attack would be buried. In return, King Faisal would promise to keep the oil flowing and deal with the conspirators in his midst.

When her bachelorette party ends in murder, Kristan "Stan" Connor finds her wedding guest list turning into a suspect list as she makes a vow to catch a killer before she says "I do."

Elizabeth Needham is the headstrong and brilliant NYPD Detective in charge of the case who recruits Dylan to help investigate another souvenir left at the scene, a playing card. Another murder, another card, and now Dylan suspects that the cards aren't a signature, they're a deadly hint, pointing directly toward the next victim.

When she stumbles upon the dead body of a shady building inspector while cleaning a renovated B&B, Tallie Graver, along with her best gal pal, launches her own investigation before this case gets swept under the rug.

With her wedding only weeks away, home stager Caprice De Luca is plunged into a nuptial nightmare when her wedding venue, Rambling Vines Winery, becomes the site of a murder, putting a permanent stain on her dreams.

A successful banker and a rising filmmaker embark on a blissful paradise honeymoon in Bora Bora, where the discovery of a mysterious bag of riches triggers a sequence of events that indelibly marks their marriage and lives.

An encounter with a frightened woman standing over a body launches an inquiry that leads Scotland Yard's Ian Rutledge into a dangerous confrontation with a stealthy killer and his own painful memories.

When an estate sale purchase of a tattered embroidery of a coat of arms plunges her into an unexpected historical mystery that leaves her reporter friend dead, Angie Curtis fears for her own life as she tries to unravel the clues to catch a killer.
MYS  To die but once
Winspear, Jacqueline  LP-5220
LARGE PRINT. Investigating the disappearance of an apprentice craftsman who had been working on a secret government contract, Maisie Dobbs discovers suspicious links to the London underworld and another boy close to her heart.

NEW  37 seconds: dying revealed heaven's help--a mother's journey
Arnold, Stephanie  BQ-1110
Flat-lining for thirty-seven seconds after giving birth to her second child, the author, after remaining unconscious for more than two days and spending weeks in recovery, recounts details of her experience.

Psychology/Self Help

PDY  Final gifts: understanding the special awareness, needs, and communications of the dying
Callanan, Maggie  BQ-1167
In this moving and compassionate book, hospice nurses Maggie Callanan and Patricia Kelley share their intimate experiences with patients at the end of life, drawn from more than twenty years experience tending the terminally ill. Shares inspirational stories to raise awareness about the sometimes uncanny ways that people communicate their needs and feelings at the ends of their lives, explaining how readers can learn how to recognize messages of wisdom and love while appropriately attending to final requests.

PDY  The best advice I ever heard: 101 stories of epiphanies and wise words
Newmark, Amy  BQ-1115
In a collection of personal tips, traditional adages and clever observations, 101 people share the words that forever changed their lives for the better.

Reference/General

REF  The world almanac and book of facts 2019
BQ-1113
A larger-format edition of a top-selling annual reference provides go-to information under such subjects as politics, economics, science, education, sports and geography, incorporating into the 2019 edition new statistics relevant to the past year's biggest stories.

Romance

ROM  Strawberry Hill
Anderson, Catherine  BQ-1183
Butting heads with Wyatt Fitzgerald, a proud and stubborn deaf cowboy, Erin De Laney, new to the sheriff's department, seeks to make amends via written correspondence, which offers them both a chance for a once-in-a-lifetime love, if they are both willing to take the risk.

ROM  Someone to trust
Balogh, Mary  BQ-1162
During a rare white Christmas at Brambledean Court, the widow Elizabeth, Lady Overfield, defies convention by falling in love with a younger man.

ROM  Cowboy brave
Brown, Carolyn  BQ-1178
Emily Baker takes the seniors she cares for up to the Longhorn Canyon Ranch where she meets a sexy cowboy who makes the trip worthwhile.

ROM  SEAL’s honor
Crane, Megan  BQ-1076
When her roommate is murdered and the body vanishes, Everly, fearing that she is next, turns to the only man who can help her, former SEAL Blue Hendricks who is more temptation than she can resist.

ROM  Wrangler’s rescue
Daniels, B. J.  BQ-1079
When an impulsive marriage jeopardizes the family ranch, as well as his own life, Cyrus Cahill must make some tough decisions.

ROM  Tempt me with diamonds
Feather, Jane  BQ-1184
When her beloved brother dies in battle and leaves his share of the family estate to his best friend, Diana Sommerville is forced to share her home with her unfaithful former fiancé who tests her resolve at every turn.

ROM  Leopard’s run
Feehan, Christine  BQ-1073
A leopard shifter who trusts no one, Timur Amurov is surprised when the new barista her sister-in-law has hired to work in her bakery is the only one whose presence can calm the beast inside of him despite the fact that she is hiding something.

ROM  Driven to distraction
Foster, Lori  BQ-1069
An ambitious woman who collects rare valuables for her wealthy boss finds her professional focus compromised by her irresistible attraction to a hard-muscled new associate, before a dangerous enemy threatens both of their lives.

ROM  Hidden secrets
Gallant, Jannine  BQ-1071
Reconnecting with her best friend, Quentin Radcliff, antiques shop owner Paige Shephard is distracted from their newfound relationship by a series of break-ins at her shop that leads to the disappearance of a local woman who is linked to Quentin.
In the wake of a devastating teen pregnancy that left her childless and heartbroken, Vashti Alcindor left Catalina Cove, Louisiana, with no plans to return. Now, over a decade later, Vashti reluctantly finds herself back in her hometown after inheriting her aunt's B and B. Her homecoming gets off to a rocky start when the new sheriff, Sawyer Grisham, pulls her over for speeding, and things go downhill from there.

**ROM Back home at Firefly Lake**
Gilroy, Jen  
(BQ-1095)  
(Firefly Lake: #3) Cat McGuire's return to Firefly Lake is turning into much more than she bargained for. Sure, she missed the crisp pine-scented air and the comfort of having her family around her. But being home makes her feel less like the successful single mom she is, and more like the awkward teen who never fit in. It doesn't help that hockey-pro Luc Simard is back in town, too. Luc was her childhood crush, the hometown hero who never noticed her, and yet somehow he still makes her heart skip a beat.

**ROM Summer on Firefly Lake**
Gilroy, Jen  
(BQ-1095)  
(Firefly Lake: #2) Mia Gibbs spent her marriage putting her husband's needs before her own. And now, after a painful divorce, she's building a new life for herself and her two daughters back home at Firefly Lake. The last thing she needs is a man to complicate things. But former bad boy turned friend Nick McGuire, and the one kiss they've shared, has turned everything upside down. *(Firefly Lake: #1, BL-3008)*

**ROM The Amish midwife's secret**
Good, Rachel J.  
(BQ-1068)  
Constantly butting heads with handsome English doctor Kyle Miller, midwife Leah Stolzfus discovers that their bond may be greater than their differences and must find the courage to follow her hear.

**ROM Silent scream**
Harper, Karen  
(BQ-1077)  
Assisting a college roommate at a Florida peat bog archaeological dig where long-buried bodies have been discovered perfectly preserved, forensic psychologist Claire Britten uncovers clues pointing to her criminal lawyer husband's murder case.

**ROM Who I am with you**
Hatcher, Robin Lee  
(BQ-1123)  
A pregnant woman embittered by the deaths of her husband and daughter finds healing and renewal in her great-grandfather's Bible before opening her heart to a disgraced businessman who would withdraw from the world.

**ROM A mother's gift**
Hubbard, Charlotte  
(LP-5249)  
*LARGE PRINT.* For Leah Otto, marrying Jude Shetler is a long-held dream. She doesn't hesitate when Jude, now a widower with three children, begins to court her. Other men may not appreciate her tomboy ways, but Jude values Leah's practical nature and skill with animals. Months later, Leah's twin teenage step-daughters are pushing boundaries, while her five-year-old deeply misses his mother.

**ROM Love in Catalina Cove**
Jackson, Brenda  
(BQ-1047)  
In the wake of a devastating teen pregnancy that left her childless and heartbroken, Vashti Alcindor left Catalina Cove, Louisiana, with no plans to return. Now, over a decade later, Vashti, with no plans to return. Now, over a decade later, Vashti.

**ROM Wilde in love**
James, Eloisa  
(LP-5259)  
*LARGE PRINT.* Lord Alaric Wilde, son of the Duke of Lindow, is the most celebrated man in England, revered for his dangerous adventures and rakish good looks. Arriving home from years abroad, he has no idea of his own celebrity until his boat is met by mobs of screaming ladies. Alaric escapes to his father's castle, but just as he grasps that he's not only famous but notorious, he encounters the very private, very witty, Miss Willa Flynche.

**ROM A sparkle of silver**
Johnson, Liz  
(BQ-1087)  
A young woman and an unlikely partner race to capture her grandmother's memories and find the fortune they desperately need, before treasure hunters claim it for themselves.

**ROM Lavender blue**
Kauffman, Donna  
(BQ-1175)  
Still grieving over the son she lost years ago, Hannah Montgomery, the co-owner of a lavender farm, meets a widowed stonemason with whom she develops a deep friendship that could lead to something more if she is willing to take the risk.

**ROM Just this once**
Kelly, Mira Lyn  
(BQ-1072)  
When her best friend Sean Wyse III, heir to the Wyse chain of luxury hotels, moves in with her, Molly Brandt no longer can hide the huge crush she has had on him since they were children.

**ROM The highlander who protected me**
Kelly, Vanessa  
(BQ-1045)  
To keep her baby safe from her vicious former fiancé, Lady Ainsley Matthews agrees to marry Royal Kendrick, son of a distinguished Highland clan, and even though a mistake drove them apart long ago, he is the only man she trusts with her child, and her heart.

**ROM Wild on my mind**
Kerr, Laurel  
(BQ-1050)  
Love runs wild at the Sagebrush Flats Zoo, where a motley crew of big-hearted animals helps the most unlikely couples find love.

**ROM Hello stranger**
Kleypas, Lisa  
(LP-5207)  
*LARGE PRINT.* A woman who is historical England's only female physician and a former Scotland Yard detective with mysterious loyalties share a one-night stand before becoming embroiled in a dangerous mission that is complicated by a government plot and their growing feelings for one another.
The good, the bad, and the Duke
MacGregor, Janna
BQ-1070
Striking a deal with the enemy with whom she is in a battle over land, Lady Daphne Hallworth agrees to help the Duke of Southart win over her family if he helps her find her personal diary, which holds secrets that could devastate her family.

Cottage by the sea
Macomber, Debbie
LARGE PRINT
LP-5277
Retreating to a Pacific Northwest haven after a tragedy, Annie bonds with a kindhearted local artist, her reclusive landlord and a troubled teen before an unexpected opportunity challenges her ambitions.

Not quite over you
Mallery, Susan
BQ-1048
At a crossroads in both her life and career, Silver Tesdale turns to her high school sweetheart Drew Lovato for help and wonders if now is time to reveal the secret that tore them apart all those years ago.

Why not tonight
Mallery, Susan
BQ-1157
For Ronan Mitchell, the moodiest of the five famous Mitchell brothers, being stranded for days with his perky studio manager is a fate worse than death, until she forces the brooding artist to see what he's been missing all these years.

Home again
McCoy, Shirlee
BQ-1046
After his brother is killed in a car crash and his sister-in-law is hospitalized, ex-Navy SEAL Porter Bradshaw must look after their children and the ancestral farm and gets some help from a warm-hearted teacher named Clementine, a complication he cannot resist.

Home to Wind River
McKenna, Lindsay
BQ-1134
Working as a caregiver to foreman and ex-Marine Jake Murdoch's elderly mother, Army nurse Lily Thompson feels a connection to this powerful man, who is tormented by his past, and longs to help him heal.

Wyoming legend
Palmer, Diana
BQ-1051
While working for a handsome Wyoming rancher as she heals from an injury, a famous ice skating Olympic champion forms a special bond with both him and his daughter.

The rancher
Pearce, Kate
BQ-1075
Searching for her place in her birth family, engineer Rachel Ford Morgan goes up against her family's rival, Cauy Lymond, when she discovers worrisome fault lines around an abandoned silver mine on his property, which threatens all their futures.

Never let me fall
Roads, Abbie
BQ-1074
A consultant to the Ohio Bureau of Investigation due to his unusual abilities, Thomas Brown finds salvation in the arms of Helena Grayse, a free woman after serving 10 years in prison for a crime she did not commit, until a common enemy comes out of the shadows.

Snowfall on Lighthouse Lane
Ross, JoAnn
BQ-1049
Growing up on the wrong side of the tracks, Jolene Wells is forever indebted to the mother who encouraged her to fly, all the way to sunny LA and a world away from Honeymoon Harbor. Although Jolene vowed never to look back, returning home isn't even a question when her mom faces a cancer scare. Which means running into Aiden Mannion all over town, the first boy she ever loved, and lost, and whom she can barely look in the eye.

Dirty little secret
Ryan, Jennifer
BQ-1133
Forced to fulfill her father's last wishes, Roxy must share a home with Noah Cordero and, as love blossoms between them, she wonders what will happen when he discovers her dirty little secret, that she is now the owner of a notorious brothel called the Wild Rose Ranch.

Battle tested
Scott, Laura
BQ-1148
When Captain Isaac Goddard saves Vanessa Gomez from a vicious attack, he discovers the feisty military nurse is the Red Rose Killer's next target. With help from Vanessa's guard Doberman, the former pilot makes it his mission to protect Vanessa and her young brother. But when the danger closes in, can he overcome the post-traumatic stress that haunts him and stop a ruthless killer?

Playing for keeps
Shalvis, Jill
BQ-1180
Two unforgiving lovers, Victoria Grayhawk and Montana rancher Ryan Sullivan, reunite for the sake of their child and must learn to trust each other in order to become the family they've always dreamed of.

Archangel's prophecy
Singh, Nalini
BQ-1044
Becoming more and more human as her wings start failing, human-turned-angel Elena Deveraux must find out the reason for the regression before she falls out of the sky with the help of the Archangel Raphael.

Blackberry Cove
Snopek, Roxanne
BQ-1158
When journalist Jonathan Byers leaves L.A. with his career in tatters, he heads to Sanctuary Ranch, determined to settle some of his personal affairs by putting his aging father in a seniors' home. But his father stubbornly refuses to leave his secluded retreat, and has even rallied Sanctuary Ranch's beautiful gardener to his cause.
The cast
Steel, Danielle LP-5240

LARGE PRINT. Building a huge following for her magazine column, Kait, a woman who prefers to focus on her career after two failed marriages, teams up with producer Zack to launch a television series with a colorful cast and crew, each marked by private eccentricities, heartaches and secrets.

Wolf rising
Tyler, Paige BQ-1078

When he rescues teacher Selena Rosa from a hostage situation, werewolf SWAT Officer Jayden Brooks realizes he has finally found his lifemate only to discover that she is on track to become an omega, a violent breed, and must pull her back from the edge.

Wait for me
Warren, Susan May BQ-1118

When two women go missing in the Montana wilderness, Pete Brooks must trust his skills, teammates, and the woman who broke his heart, if he hopes to bring them all home alive.

The future of humanity
Kaku, Michio LP-5204

LARGE PRINT. The co-founder of string field theory and best-selling author of The Future of the Mind traverses the frontiers of astrophysics, artificial intelligence and technology to outline a remarkable vision of humanity's future in space, from colonizing Mars to traveling to distant galaxies.

Breakfast with Einstein
Orzel, Chad BQ-1114

A physicist, professor, blogger and author explains the strange phenomena that exist just below the surface of our everyday activities and provides interesting, layperson-level descriptions and explanations of the brain-hurting ideas of quantum physics.

Armada
Cline, Ernest BQ-1080

Having glimpsed a UFO that exactly resembles an enemy ship from his favorite video game, high school senior Zack Lightman becomes one of millions of gamers tasked with protecting the Earth from aliens.

The spark
Drake, David BQ-1136

In the time of the Ancients the universe was united, but that was so far in the past that not even memory remains, only the broken artifacts that a few Makers can reshape into their original uses. What survives is shattered into enclaves, some tiny, some ruined, some wild. A Leader has arisen, welding the scattered human settlements together in peace and safety and smashing the enemies of order with an iron fist. In his capital, Dun Add, the Leader provides law and justice. In the universe beyond, his Champions advance, and enforce, the return of civilization.

Mass effect
Valente, Catherynne M. BQ-1135

An official tie-in to the hit video game Mass Effect, Andromeda. As the Quarian ark Keelah Si'yll sails toward Andromeda, it carries members of several races. When many of the Drell die in their cryopods, a deadly pathogen is discovered, and it begins to jump species. Then the ship's tech begins to fail, making it clear that this is no accident and that the perpetrator is still on board.

The scouting guide to survival: more than 200 essential skills for staying warm, building a shelter, and signaling for help
Boy Scouts of America BQ-1116

Perfect for current Scouts, Scout alumni and anyone interested in the outdoors, an authoritative resource provides time-tested advice on and practical tips for emergency preparedness.

The Washington decree
Adler-Olsen, Jussi LP-5266

LARGE PRINT. Doggie, a dedicated advisor who has spent more than half her life supporting a remarkable Democratic candidate's path to the White House, is shattered when the President-elect's wife is assassinated on election night by Doggie's Republican father.

A noise downstairs
Barclay, Linwood LP-5270

LARGE PRINT. Battling PTSD and depression after an accidental stumble into a murder scene, a college professor begins writing his novel on a vintage typewriter that he comes to believe is possessed and somehow linked to the crime he survived.

Overkill
Bell, Ted LP-5239

LARGE PRINT. When his young son is dramatically abducted from a burning ski tram in the Swiss Alps at the same time Russian leader Vladimir Putin escapes an attack on his presidential jet and goes missing, Alex Hawke recruits a group of elite soldiers and hostage experts for a rescue mission that is complicated by Putin's plans for a triumphant return to Moscow.

The flight attendant
Bohjalian, Christopher A. LP-5201

LARGE PRINT. A binge-drinking flight attendant wakes up in an unfamiliar hotel room beside a dead body and sneaks back to her work, telling a series of lies that complicate her ability to figure out what really happened.
Wyoming's new governor isn't sure what to make of Joe Pickett, but he has a job for him that is extremely delicate. A prominent female British executive never came home from the high-end guest ranch she was visiting, and the British Embassy is pressing hard. Pickett knows that happens sometimes, these ranches are stocked with handsome young cowboys, and "ranch romances" aren't uncommon. But no sign of her months after she vanished? That suggests something else.

With everything finally falling into place, FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid is assigned to investigate the death of a mentally unstable man during a hostage situation who used to be an upstanding citizen and whose story is more complicated, and dangerous, than she thinks.

Brad McLanahan and the Iron Wolf Squadron team up with the newly formed Alliance of Free Nations in Eastern Europe to counter a deadly Russian strike involving combat robots that have been smuggled into America.

Renee Ballard works the midnight shift in Hollywood, beginning many investigations but finishing few as each morning she turns everything over to the daytime units. It's a frustrating assignment for a once up-and-coming detective, but it's no accident. She's been given this beat as punishment after filing a sexual harassment complaint against a supervisor. But one night Ballard catches two assignments she doesn't want to part with.

An investigation into the murder of a young pharmacist leads Harry Bosch into the world of pill mills and prescription-drug abuse.

Agents Savich and Sherlock network with agent Cam Wittier and New York Special Forces agent Jack Cabot in a race against time to catch an international criminal and solve the enigma of the man called John Doe.

After escaping the clutches of serial killer Brian Howley, Detective Sergeant Etta Fitroy must follow his grisly clues to finally bring him to justice but his endgame has a terrifying twist, one that will not only change his fate but the fate of everyone she loves.

An out-of-work British actress plays both sides of a murder investigation while working as a decoy for unfaithful husbands for a New York City divorce firm, in a twisted psychological thriller.

Anna Fox lives alone, a recluse in her New York City home, unable to venture outside. She spends her day drinking wine (maybe too much), watching old movies, recalling happier times, and spying on her neighbors. Then the Russells move into the house across the way: a father, a mother, their teenage son. The perfect family. But when Anna, gazing out her window one night, sees something she shouldn't, her world begins to crumble, and its shocking secrets are laid bare.

The author presents a domestic tale that finds Caroline and Francis's hopes for a revitalizing week-long house swap challenged by underlying marital tensions, a neighbor's suspicious interest and disturbing clues throughout the house that reveal that the residents personally know Caroline, and her secrets.

Taking a contract to abduct the mistress of a Syrian dictator to obtain any information she may possess, Court Gentry learns that the woman has given birth to the dictator's only son and that in order to secure her cooperation, he must retrieve the child safely out of Syria.

When the president of a black fraternity is murdered, defense attorney Jack Swyteck navigates a maelstrom of racial uprisings as he investigates the chief suspect, an effort that is further challenged by the case's eerie similarities to a Jim Crow-era lynching.

When one of her clients is murdered, psychologist Grace Callahan quickly realizes that computer security specialist Stephen Shaw wasn't suffering from paranoia. What she doesn't know is that someone believes Shaw gave her a vital piece of information before he died and they are ready to silence her at any cost. Her only hope may be an old friend, Detective Nate Quinn, who has just been cleared for active duty after a bombing killed his partner and left him dealing with PTSD.
**SUS** **Deadly exchange**
Harris, Lisa  
BQ-1156
Chased across Amsterdam by a human-trafficking ring, social advocate Kayla Brooks refuses to help them recapture Mercy, the young girl she rescued from their clutches. There's only one man Kayla can turn to for help: her ex-fiancé's brooding older brother, Levi Cummings. Though Kayla relies on the handsome former army intelligence officer's experience, fully trusting Levi seems impossible after she helped send his brother to jail. But as they struggle to save her father, protect Mercy and outmaneuver the traffickers, Kayla and Levi's bond transcends pure survival.

**SUS** **Duel to the death**
Jance, J. A.  
BQ-1151
After taking down the man responsible for his best friend's death, Stuart Ramey believes the case is finally closed. That is, until Stu discovers he's been left with a multi-million dollar fortune in Bitcoin in a desperate attempt by Frigg, a rogue A.I. program created by the killer, to keep itself from being fully deactivated.

**SUS** **Shattered mirror**
Johansen, Iris  
BQ-1141
After receiving a skull and instructions for its reconstruction, Eve Duncan discovers that the dead woman's twin's life is in danger.

**SUS** **Star of the north**
John, D. B.  
LP-5238
LARGE PRINT. More than two decades after her twin is kidnapped by North Korean operatives, brilliant CIA employee Jenna obtains information that her sister may still be alive and undertakes a daring mission into the heart of the regime.

**SUS** **A measure of darkness**
Kellerman, Jonathan  
LP-5265
LARGE PRINT. Attending the scene of a mass shooting at a West Oakland party, Alameda County Coroner's Deputy Clay Edison discovers a mysterious victim and is drawn into a bizarre counterculture world of blurred moralities.

**SUS** **Greeks bearing gifts**
Kerr, Philip  
LP-5218
LARGE PRINT. Taking a job as a claims adjuster for a major German insurance company in 1956 Munich, an undercover Bernie Gunter investigates the brutal murder of a thieving soldier in a case with ties to Nazi plunder that prompts his collaboration with a lieutenant who has been looking for an opportunity to bring an untouchable killer to justice.

**SUS** **Origin**
Konrath, J. A.  
BQ-1082
One hundred years after a crew at the Panama Canal unearthed something unspeakable, and alive, a team of scientists gather at an underground facility in New Mexico to study this ancient creature that could actually be the ancient demon known as the Beast.

**SUS** **Let me lie**
Mackintosh, Clare  
LP-5212
LARGE PRINT. Struggling to come to terms with her parents' double suicide, new mother Anna commits herself to uncovering what really happened, only to be confronted by a mysterious adversary who would keep the past hidden.

**SUS** **Tom Clancy line of sight**
Maden, Mike  
LP-5252
LARGE PRINT. Searching for a Bosnian patient whose eyesight was restored by his mother years earlier, Jack Ryan Jr. finds himself deeply attracted to the woman, a self-possessed refugee center manager whose abduction pits Jack against Serbian mobsters and Croatian paramilitary units.

**SUS** **Macbeth**
Nesbo, Jo  
LP-5229
LARGE PRINT. Set in the 1970s in a run-down, rainy industrial town, Jo Nesbo's Macbeth centers around a police force struggling to shed an incessant drug problem. Duncan, chief of police, is idealistic and visionary, a dream to the townspeople but a nightmare for criminals. The drug trade is ruled by two drug lords, one of whom, a master of manipulation named Hecate, has connections with the highest in power, and plans to use them to get his way.

**SUS** **Haunted**
Patterson, James  
BQ-1146
Detective Michael Bennett is ready for a vacation after a series of crisis push him, and his family, to the brink. He settles on an idyllic, small town in the beautiful Maine woods, a recommendation from a former colleague. But just when Bennett thinks he can relax, he gets pulled into a case that has shocked the tight-knit community. Kids are disappearing left and right with no explanation, until several bodies turn up in the woods. As Bennett investigates, he discovers that the seemingly perfect town is reeling from a deadly addiction, and the violence is about to reach a fever pitch.

**SUS** **Princess**
Patterson, James  
BQ-1140
When Princess Caroline, third in line to the British throne, hires Jack Morgan to find a close friend before the media finds out, he knows the princess is hiding something.

**SUS** **The people vs. Alex Cross**
Patterson, James  
BQ-1139
Alex Cross is on the wrong side of the law. Serving a suspension from the force while he awaits trial for murder, Cross has been branded as a trigger-happy cop, another bad apple walking the streets with a gun, an accusation that Cross will do anything to refute. To make himself feel useful again, Cross opens a counseling office in the basement of his home. When his former partner Sampson shows up needing his help, Cross jumps at the chance, even if it may end up costing him what's left of his career.
City of endless night
Preston, Douglas BQ-1137
Heading an investigation into the murder of a wealthy tech billionaire's daughter, Lieutenant CDS Vincent D'Agosta teams up with FBI Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast, only to uncover the work of a serial killer.

Come sundown
Roberts, Nora LP-5243
LARGE PRINT. The idyllic Bodine ranch and resort in western Montana is a family business, now run by Bodine Longbow with the help of a large staff. But two murders and the sudden reappearance of an aunt who was long presumed dead will test the bonds of this strong family, and thrust Bodine into a darkness she could never have imagined.

Death is not enough
Rose, Karen BQ-1052
When he wakes up in bed with a dead woman, her blood on his hands and no recollection of how he got there, Baltimore defense attorney Thorne must confront his past once and for all to figure out who is trying to frame him.

Deep freeze
Sandford, John BQ-1125
When a woman from a community where she exposed school board corruption years earlier is found dead, Virgil Flowers identifies clues linking the case to a 20-year high school reunion and its related traumas, dramas and rivalries.

Twisted prey
Sandford, John LP-5226
LARGE PRINT. Federal marshal Lucas Davenport confronts an old nemesis in U.S. senator Taryn Grant, a rich psychopath who he has resolved to bring to justice for her role in three murders that he cannot prove, a situation that is further complicated by her new position on the Senate intelligence committee.

One perfect lie
Scotitone, Lisa LP-5203
LARGE PRINT. A single mom's efforts to support her shy star athlete son's recruitment into a Division I college are violently complicated by a secretly disturbed young man from an affluent family and a new teacher with a mysterious agenda.

In a dark, dark wood
Ware, Ruth BQ-1160
What should be a cozy and fun-filled weekend deep in the English countryside takes a sinister turn in Ruth Ware's suspenseful, compulsive, and darkly twisted debut psychological thriller. Leonora is a reclusive writer, unwilling to leave her nest of an apartment unless it is absolutely necessary. But when a friend she hasn't spoken to in years unexpectedly invites her to a weekend away in an eerie glass house. she reluctantly agrees to make the trip. As the first night falls, revelations unfold among friends old and new, and an unnerving memory shatters Nora's reserve.

Cyber attack
Washburn, Tim BQ-1081
When orchestrated cyber attacks unleash waves upon waves of death and mass destruction across the country, two specially trained FBI agents must infiltrate a faceless enemy's twisted network to save America.

Hidden
Zanetti, Rebecca BQ-1129
Off the grid in a safe house, Pippa is drawn to her new neighbor, Malcolm West, until she discovers that someone has gone through a lot of trouble to bring them together.

Blood at Sundown
Brandvold, Peter BQ-1066
Bounty hunter Lou Prophet and Louisa, the dangerous woman he loves, pursue the Griff Hatchley Gang across the Dakota Territory and catch up with them as a blizzard hits, forcing them to split up in order to pursue their prey.

Shoot-out in hell
Brandvold, Peter LP-5254
LARGE PRINT. The devil's bride: bounty hunter Lou Prophet is stalking train robber Frank Beauregard who has an innocent, young mail-order bride. The devil's fury: getting hitched is one of the last things Lou Prophet remembers, now he's stumbling around the desert with a gash in his head and Mexican cutthroats on his trail.

Trail Angel
Catron, Derek LP-5279
LARGE PRINT. A historical Western and love story set on the "bloody Bozeman," the trail that sparked the only Indian war that ended with the army's defeat.

Badlands
Cotton, Ralph LP-5219
LARGE PRINT. Arizona Ranger Sam Burrack has his hands full when a gang of desperadoes escape in a massive jail break. With the help of his loyal and beautiful trail companion Maria, Burrack sets out to track down the outlaws, led by the mysterious Crazy Gravy, and dispense justice by whatever means necessary!

A bad place to die
Jackson, Easy BQ-1055
Taking her chances as a mail-order bride, 18-year-old Tennessee Smith arrives in Ring Bit, Texas where she becomes the mother to three young boys after her new husband drops dead, and, in need of money, becomes the marshal of this lawless town.
Behind the iron
Johnstone, William W. BQ-1056
Former prisoner-turned-detective Hank Fallon becomes caught in a prison riot when he goes undercover at the Missouri State Penitentiary where he must befriend a pregnant inmate to find out where her bank-robbing boyfriend hid the stolen cash.

Bloodthirsty
Johnstone, William W. BQ-1186
On a mission to bring justice to the American West, Buckhorn, a legendary gunslinger, is asked by a survivor of Andersonville, a Yankee prison camp run by an evil, sadistic General, to kill the general not just for revenge, but to stop another atrocity.

Die by the gun
Johnstone, William W. BQ-1083
On the run from the law for a crime he didn't commit, Dewey "Mac" McKenzie joins a cattle drive deep in the New Mexico Territory where he encounters things far more deadly than the hired guns behind him.

Preacher's rage
Johnstone, William W. BQ-1143
Coming to the rescue of a kidnapped white woman who has been raised by the Crow since childhood, Preacher and his son, Hawk, will have to gun down kill-crazy trappers and bloodthirsty Blackfeet warriors to return her to her people.

The Black Hills
Johnstone, William W. BQ-1142
Ex-Confederate Hunter Buchanon, along with his loyal companion, a coyote named Bobby Lee, is determined to live a peaceful gun-free life but fate, in the form of a corrupt sheriff's deputy, has other plans for him.

The Jackals
Johnstone, William W. BQ-1185
The Jackals, a wild bunch of justice fighters brought together by fate, find themselves in the possession of stolen property that belongs to the vengeful Hawkin gang and must prepare for a bloody showdown if they want to earn $5,000.

The range detectives
Johnstone, William W. BQ-1084
When a young cowboy is arrested for the murders of Tonto Basin ranchers, range detectives Stovepipe Stewart and Wilbur Coleman are called in to investigate and find themselves in the middle of an all-out range war that will reveal the real killer once the dust settles.

Torture of the Mountain Man
Johnstone, William W. BQ-1085
Arriving in the lawless town of Audubon, Texas at the behest of the acting sheriff, Smoke Jensen, with a bounty on his head, goes up against a legendary gunslinger who won't go down without a fight.

Stacked deck
March, J. D. LP-5276
LARGE PRINT. After former gunfighter Johnny Fierro is arrested for murder, he is determined to guard secrets about his past, but his brother Gus realizes he must learn the truth about Johnny if he is going to help him.

Rage for vengeance
Richards, Dusty BQ-1144
While spearheading a stage line from Gallup to the Colorado River, U.S. Marshal Chet Byrnes becomes the target of a mysterious Texas gambler who does not like Chet's idea of progress and wants to bury him under a storm of bullets.
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